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key nuclear verification priorities  safeguards and beyond - presentation to the iaea safeguards
symposium, vienna, 1-5 november 2010 . key nuclear verification priorities  safeguards and beyond .
john carlson . e-mail address of author: johnrlsonfeguards@gmail . abstract. in addressing nuclear verification
priorities, we should look beyond the current safeguards system. effective safeguards are essential for advancing
disarmament  and ... redd+ and safeguards - world bank - unfccc cancun safeguards (2009) 1. actions
consistent with national forest programmes and relevant intl agreements 2. transparent and effective forest
governance structures adequate verification under a comprehensive iran nuclear ... - beyond those in the
comprehensive safeguards agreement and the additional protocol. a critical a critical question will be whether the
agreement establishes a verification regime adequate to promptly restrictions on iranÃ¢Â€Â™s nuclear
program: beyond 15 years - restrictions on iranÃ¢Â€Â™s nuclear program: beyond 15 years issue briefs
volume 7, issue 9, august 25, 2015 (updated aug. 26) experts and analysts broadly agree that the nuclear deal
struck between the p5+1 (china, france, germany, russia, the united kingdom and the united states) and iran on
july 14 will effectively and verifiably block iranÃ¢Â€Â™s potential pathways to nuclear weapons for 15 ...
ensuring effective safeguards coverage of states with ... - comprehensive safeguards agreement. in order to
simplify the application of safeguards for such states, in order to simplify the application of safeguards for such
states, in 1974 the iaea introduced the small quantities protocol (sqp). one wash national program (ownp)
ethiopia: a swap with a ... - a program operational manual (pom) has been developed to serve as the safeguards
management document for both the government of ethiopia (goe) and the development partners who would be
pooling their funds into the consolidated wash account (cwa) to implement part of the ownp. iranian nuclear
program: a chronology - sage publications - iran rejects the option of multinational and opts for a
Ã¢Â€Âœcomprehensive national nuclear programÃ¢Â€Â•. ... 1978: iran and the us initiates a nuclear agreement
whereby the former agrees to go beyond npt safeguards requirements and later in the year the us grants
Ã¢Â€Âœmost favored nationÃ¢Â€Â• status to iran in nuclear-related matters. 1979 16 january: shahÃ¢Â€Â™s
regime is overthrown and triggers the ... nuclear safeguards and the international atomic energy agency - clear
safeguards were highlighted in the aftermath of the 1991 persian gulf war, when it was revealed that iraq had
mounted an extensive, co- vert nuclear weapon program in addition to, and partly in proximity to, seventh
inmm/esarda joint workshop working group 2: future ... - the implementation of safeguards under
comprehensive safeguards agreements (csa) and under csas with additional protocols (ap) present different
challenges in terms of how best to establish deterrence factors. iaea safeguards: dealing preventively with
non-compliance - 2 granted under comprehensive safeguards agreement (csa)4 and the model protocol additional.
greater authority will be necessary in these circumstances to provide in a timely manner an 2013 iaea fact sheet topic: safeguards resolution - safeguards, which emphasizes broader, comprehensive information about a
stateÃ¢Â€Â™s nuclear program beyond traditional inspections and declarationscording to the agency, the
state-level approach allows it to more
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